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Supported Living Services
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A few things about our presentation
 Thank you for joining us!
 Please hold all questions until the end of the presentation, feel free to write
in questions on the chat function if you are able to type
 We will mute the speaker function for all participants except for the
presenters until the presentation ends – this is to make sure we can finish the
presentation on time
 We will unmute all participants after we finish the presentation
 We welcome all questions, at the end!
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What is SLS?
 A service that can be provided 24/7
 A service that can provide emergency support
 Provided in your own home that you lease or own
Cannot be provided in parent/conservator home

 You make choices in daily life
 You direct your services
 You have a Circle of Support
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SLS vs ILS (Independent Living Services)
 SLS can provide 24/7 services, ILS does not
 SLS can provide emergency services, ILS does not
 ILS is a training program, SLS is a support program
although it can help you learn new skills as well
 SLS can provide transportation, ILS does not
 ILS can be provided in your parent/conservator
home, SLS cannot
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More about SLS
 Living Option
 You control where you live
 Support based on what you need
 Supported Living is open to everyone
 You choose who is part of your circle of support
 Your circle of support helps you do what you choose to do
 Supports help you develop relationships in the community
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What is good about SLS?
 Having Privacy
 Having Control
 Feeling that you Belong
 Choosing where you live
 Living the way you choose
 Deciding when you do your chores
 Eating what you want, when you want
 Choosing what you want to do in your home
 Choosing what time you o to bed or wake up
 Picking out your decorations for your own home
 Deciding if you want a roommate or if you want to live on your own
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How do I start SLS process?
 Attend Orientation
 Sign Supported Living Process Agreement Form and return to your CSC
 Talk to your CSC about your individual situation
 Review the list of providers
 Think about questions you would like to ask the providers
 Call providers and interview each
 Decide which one fits your needs
 :Pick a provider and let your CSC know
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So I have picked a provider, what
now?


NLACRC will authorize an assessment for that provider to meet with you, look at your specific
situation and make recommendations as to how that agency can best support you.



Things to consider:
 How much support will you need?
 Your income
 Can you afford to live in your own place?
 Will you need to consider sharing an apartment?
 What area do you want to live in?
 Can you afford the area of your choice?
 Do you have money saved for a deposit, first month rent and moving expenses, such as buying furniture
and setting up and supplying an apartment?
 If you do not have savings or not enough, how long will you need to save what you need?
 Can your family/friends help you?
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I have an assessment, so what
happens now?
 Moving and Planning stage!!!
 Apartment search
 Roommate search
 Save money
 Interview staff
 Sign Lease
 Pack!!
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I moved in to my new apartment!!
I
it
 You will meet with your circle of support quarterly
 This is the time to discuss anything that is of concern or that you are happy
with and want to do more

Remember you are in
control!
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Support Living Services Providers
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Support Living Process Agreement Form
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QUESTIONS
AND
ANSWERS

